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Page # Description 
28-29 During group medical examination, the nude men are herded through a string of 

doctors’ offices.
33 Barracks-like buildings are divided into starkly simple rooms with bunk space for 

twenty men. There are no closets or cupboards, so clothes and boots hang all over. 
43 Handcuffed blacks were arrested for being in white area illegally. 
50 These boys were caught trespassing in a white area. 
68, 
bottom 

Train accelerates with its load of clinging passengers. They ride like this through 
rain and cold, some for the entire journey. 

83, 
bottom 

Signs of segregation: “Notice: Delivery boys and African servants entrance in 
lane.” “Nie-Blankes/Non-Whites left; Blankes/Whites right.” “Whites waiting 
room/Blanke wagkamer.” “Non-Europeans & Goods [on a door].” 

95 Infant suffers from advanced malnutrition. Like one in every four African 
children, he died before his first birthday. His father has worked nineteen years for 
railways. 

100 Teacher above is struggling with one of her two daily sessions of one hundred 
children each. 

116, 
bottom 

During day, floor patients are moved outside. 

130, 
top 

Street boys angling for a way to eat, which they do only when they have money. 

131 “Penny, baas, please, baas, I hungry…” This plaint is part of nightly scene in the 
Golden City, as black boys beg from whites. They may be thrown a coin, or, as 
here, they may get slapped in the face. 

136 On a Saturday afternoon in heart of Johannesburg five tsotsis mug a white man. 
While others watch warily, and pretend to be passersby, fifth man surprises victim 
from rear with forearm blow across throat. 

142 In a shebeen, oil can containing potent liquor is passed from man to man; jokingly 
they call it “crude oil.” 

148 Africans may not drink in city bars, but may buy beer to drink on sidewalk. 
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